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La solució correcta està destacada amb lletra negreta.
1. Llegiu el text següent i encercleu la lletra de la resposta correcta.
[4 punts: 0,4 punts per cada cas]

Hi Eli,
It ____(0)____ great to hear from you. It’s a long time since we last ____(1)____ to each other
and I ____(2)____ you a lot. I hope you ____(3)____ well. Matt ____(4)____ me you’re studying
medicine ____(5)____ University now. I’m sure you’ll be a great doctor! I finished my degree in
electronics last year. It was very hard for me ____(6)____ . As you know, I work part time in a shop
____(7)____ sells lamps and I have to work long hours. I enjoy it there and the salary is ____(8)____
than in most other places but I’d like to change jobs soon. My family’s fine. Mum retired last year
and now she’s got ____(9)____ time to organise my life. My sister hasn’t found a job ____(10)____
but she had an interview yesterday morning and she felt positive afterwards. If she gets the job,
she’ll have to travel to London very often!
I’m looking forward to seeing you.
Write back soon!
Love,
Mike

Exemple:

2

0. a) had been

b) were

c) was

d) has been

1. a) wrote

b) have written

c) write

d) writing

2. a) miss

b) missing

c) missed

d) will miss

3. a) are being

b) are

c) will be

d) had been

4. a) told

b) said

c) explained

d) spoke

5. a) at

b) on

c) in

d) from

6. a) finishing

b) to finish

c) to be finished

d) finish

7. a) which

b) who

c) what

d) where

8. a) good

b) more well

c) more good

d) better

9. a) lot

b) a lot

c) a lot of

d) lots

10. a) just

b) ever

c) yet

d) still

La solució correcta està destacada amb lletra negreta.
2. Encercleu la lletra de l’opció que respon correctament a la qüestió plantejada.
[2 punts: 0,4 punts per cada apartat]

Exemple:
0. I don’t like this food.
a) How nice of you!
b) You’re right, it’s not good.
c) See you later!

3.

Who’s that man with the red glasses?
a) He’s my husband.
b) I don’t know her.
c) It’s Peter’s.

1.

I won a silver medal!
a) That’s great!
b) I’m sure you will.
c) Did you come first?

4.

I’ve always lived in Barcelona.
a) Neither have I.
b) So have I.
c) So did I.

2.

Whose pen is this?
a) I’ve got no idea.
b) I’m sure.
c) I don’t think so.

5.

The room is €100 a night.
a) I don’t.
b) That’s a lot.
c) Give me three please.

La solució correcta està destacada amb lletra negreta.

3. 
Llegiu aquest text i encercleu la lletra de la resposta correcta entre les tres proposades.
Baseu les vostres respostes en el contingut del text.
[2 punts: 0,4 punts per cada apartat]

Dodos
Dodos were birds that lived on the island of Mauritius where there was an abundance of food and
almost no predators.* One of the more interesting dodo bird facts is that these birds lived in almost
complete isolation. Scientists discovered that the dodo only ever lived on this island in the Indian
Ocean. The simple reason for this is that they could not fly and were therefore incapable of going
anywhere else.
What, then, caused their extinction? In a word: people. Dodos were unfortunately not
frightened of people and so they were very easy for human hunters to kill. Sailors who arrived
on the island of Mauritius from the year 1598 started hunting dodos and by 1681 these birds had
disappeared. People believed the dodo to be stupid because it approached men who were armed
with weapons, but these birds had no natural enemies and so had no experience with predators.
They were simply curious, not stupid.
In addition to being killed by people, the dodo was also affected by exposure to new animals.
The sailors who arrived on Mauritius brought with them their domesticated animals like dogs, pigs,
cats and rats, which killed the dodos, ate their eggs, and destroyed their natural habitat.
One of the strangest dodo bird facts is that these birds could run quite fast. Modern scientists
have deduced this fact based on the dodo bird’s skeleton and the size of its legs.
Text adapted from the website <http://facts.net/dodo-bird>

* predator: depredador
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Exemple:
0. According to the text, dodos lived
a) in only one place.
b) on islands.
c) in India.
1. According to the text, on the island of Mauritius there was
a) very little food.
b) just enough food.
c) lots of food.
2. According to the text, dodos stayed on the island of Mauritius because
a) there were no islands or any other landmass around.
b) it was physically impossible for them to leave.
c) it was dangerous for them to go anywhere else.
3. According to the text, dodos disappeared because they
a) were less intelligent than other animals.
b) wanted to live near humans.
c) didn’t know what danger was.
4. According to the text
a) humans were responsible for the disappearance of dodos.
b) dodos became extinct because they couldn’t run fast enough.
c) dodos’ habitat made them disappear.
5. According to the text, scientists
a) can come to conclusions about dodos by analysing their bones.
b) can’t find much information about dodos.
c) have only seen the legs of some dodos.
4. Contesteu breument les preguntes següents:
[2 punts: 1 punt per cada apartat]

a) What can we do to stop endangered animals from disappearing?
We have to respect and take care of their habitat. We must also stop hunting
them for food or their skin. We must change our mentality, because the Earth
does not belong to humans. We must share it and respect it so we don’t put
animals in danger.
b) Why is a zoo a good place to protect endangered species?
A zoo is a good place to protect animals that are in danger because there they
can’t be killed/hunted and they can eat and reproduce. Some of these animals
can go back to their original habitat and if they are respected, they can live and
perhaps after some time, there will be a lot of them again.
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